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SPORTS
Dolphins, in a
London fog,
are shut out
by the Saints, 1B

BUSINESS MONDAY
How well did major
companies in
S. Florida do during
Hurricane Irma?

Comics 16A
Deaths 11A, 17A
Lottery 12A

Local news 3-4A
Nation 12A
People 13A

Puzzles 14A
Television 13A
World 17A
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Chance of storms
87°/77° See 10B

LOCAL & STATE

POST-IRMA STRESS
IN MARATHON
Few of the mobiles homes
in Trailer Ranch by the Sea
— some of which have been
there for decades — remain
standing, 3A

LOCAL & STATE

A HARSH REPORT
ON EL FARO
Two years after the cargo
ship sank, a Coast Guard
report faults the captain and
recommends civil penalties
against the ship’s owner, 4A

NATIONAL

O.J. SIMPSON FREED
TO PAROLE
It’s unclear where the
former football legend, who
served nine years in a
Nevada prison for a botched
heist, is headed now, 12A

PATILLAS, PUERTO RICO
It seems like an eternity since

Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico,
and parents are getting a touch
grumpy dealing with the lines to

buy water and gasoline and
facing constant blackouts, as
youngsters bounce off the walls
with boredom.
“They start having fights at

home. They get rowdy,” said
Luis Ortiz Correa, an auto body
worker and father of four. “They
don’t have things to entertain

themselves.”
One of the casualties of Hurri-

cane Maria, the Category 4
monster that lashed the island
Sept. 20, are the island’s
schools. Hundreds of schools
are shut, and many parents in
smaller interior cities and towns
have no clue when they may
reopen.
Many assume that schools will

remain shut for months. Some
families hope to send their
school-aged children to the

mainland to live with relatives
and attend school there. School
districts across the United States
are bracing for an influx of Puer-
to Rican students.
For 16-year-old Angel Amaro,

the hurricane brought multiple

AFTER HURRICANE MARIA

PEDRO PORTAL pportal@miamiherald.com

Principal Wanda Alvarez stands on what used to be the classroom of the private school El Eden Paraiso Infantil in the town of Yabucoa, Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico’s schools
among casualties of storm
Hurricane Maria, the Category 4 monster that lashed Puerto Rico

on Sept. 20, forced the closure of hundreds of the island’s schools.
Many parents in smaller interior cities and towns have no clue
when the classrooms may reopen.

BY TIM JOHNSON
tjohnson@mcclatchydc.com

MORE INSIDE

Trump scoffs at critics who questioned
administration’s commitment to island, 10A

SEE SCHOOLS, 2A

TALLAHASSEE
The former state legislator and

Uber driver Gov. Rick Scott
named to regulate the state’s

utilities used his clout to block
efforts to put a measure on the
2014 ballot to make it easier for
businesses to install solar panels
— the same month he partied
with a Duke Energy lobbyist —
and routinely used his political
committee to finance daily meals

and expenses.
Ritch Workman,

44, the governor’s
surprise pick to
replace Ronald A.
Brisé on the Public
Service Commis-
sion, has no utility
experience, runs a

hobby farm and most recently
worked as a business developer
for Keiser University. A Repub-

lican from Melbourne, Workman
told a reporter in 2015 that he
took a job driving for Uber dur-
ing the legislative session be-
cause he had “idle hands and a
big family and needed some
extra income.”
But the affable legislator, who

has six kids between him and his
second wife, also used his time in
Tallahassee to host at least 32
“fundraisers” over three years,

which he used to pay for meals,
hotels and rental cars, according
to expenditure reports for his
political committee filed with the
Florida Division of Elections.
It’s all now part of a record

that Workman said he wants to
distance himself from.
“I look forward to the day

when stories about me no longer

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Scott’s surprise pick: I’ll ‘focus on trying to do the right thing’
Former state Rep. Ritch Workman, a Republican from Melbourne, was

appointed to a four-year term on the state utility board, and despite
having no experience, he says he’s prepared to embrace the job.

BYMARY ELLEN KLAS
Herald/Times Tallahassee Bureau

Workman

SEE PSC, 4A

BARCELONA
The results of a controversial

referendum in the Catalonia
region of northeast Spain on
Sunday showed landslide sup-
port for independence for the
restive but affluent area, a lop-
sided vote sure to be vigorously
challenged by the constitutional

court and central government in
Madrid as illegitimate and ille-
gal.
According to the Catalan

government, 90 percent of the
ballots cast were for independ-
ence — with 2,020,144 voting
yes and 176,566 no.
Minutes after the first few

thousand votes were posted, the
regional president and leading

CATALONIA REGION OF SPAIN

Chaotic vote shows support for secession

DAN KITWOOD Getty Images

A crowd in Barcelona gathers to await the result of the Independence
referendum at the Placa de Catalunya on Sunday.

According to the Catalan government, 90 percent of voters favor
secession from Spain. Nothing about the vote was orderly, and
there were images of police beating voters. It’s far from clear that
Catalonia is any closer to independence.

BYWILLIAM BOOTH
The Washington Post

SEE CATALONIA, 2A


